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Subjective Quality – Looking at business from the source of cash flow 

On the customer front, the battle is won and lost on price, 

because real differentiation is difficult. We still live in a "one 

size fits all"  era (or rather "three or four sizes fit all"). How 

much value does this policy create for customers? More or 

less one third of them is on the move, one third is indifferent 

and only one third has found a place that fits. 

 

Within the huge flows of subscribers between operators, 

there are slight differences between countries and operators, 

but in essence the picture is so similar everywhere that it 

even might even seem to be a natural law.  

 

However as the mobile internet is beginning to dominate 

society's methods of interaction, demand is beginning to 

increasingly differentiate.  

 

 

Here you will find some answers to the WHY of customer 

churn, what users demand and how they make decisions. The 

data that we have gathered from representative samples in 6 

countries across the Americas, provide insight strictly from 

the user perspective. In this summary we look at the 

background to these questions, even if we are restricted to a 

small amount of information in this document. 

Mobile phone subscribers feel connected in an almost 

unbroken flow and, on the other hand, network managers 

optimize connectivity and handover. It is still the same world, 

the same network, just two views from two angles, except 

that the customers' subjective perceptions of value influence 

the flow of revenues at their very source, deciding the fate of 

all competitors on the market.  

 

There are two challenges for providers in this respect. Firstly, 

which data will best help them to understand what users 

really value? And secondly, if they achieve the right 

understanding, can their networks  support "flow of value" as 

it is perceived by customers? 

 

Most users have neither the capability nor the interest in 

measuring the quality of networks. However they do perceive 

network quality consciously or sub-consciously as they use it 

to interact with others. 

 

Network quality from the user perspective is an impression 

based on experiences when interacting. In previous times, 

perceptions focused on call quality and then browsing quality 

became the predominant criteria. Nowadays network quality 

is measured mainly by the flow of social network activities.  



Americas Report 

Sampling 
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QuEST  WCX – Sampling 
Country distribution 

 Six countries – Argentina, Brazil,  

Columbia, Mexico, Peru, and USA 

 Representation within each region   

 Survey sample – Panel of  

1,000+ subscribers per country,  

with a total of 6286 respondents  

 In March/April 2017 

 Smart phone study 
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Criteria for subscriber stratification representing the smart phone population: 

age group 
between 14 and 

65+ years 
gender 

users of 
Smartphone or 

Tablet 

 subscribers  of 
one of the 
operators 
/carriers  

QuEST  WCX – Sampling 
Further sampling criteria 



Mexico summary 

Two outstanding problems: 

Loyalty and Network Issues 
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Loyalty - What’s at stake – let’s make it tangible 
Subscribers who are churning, by operator* 

* ‚I will definitely churn‘, or ‚I should switch but I am too lazy‘  

CHURNERS (Figures in $USD Millions) 

Operator /  

Country 
Contract Volume  

at Stake ($M USD) 
10% Improvement 

Effect ($M USD) 

1 AT&T / ME $ 379 $ 38 

2 $ 437 $ 44 

3 

Tigo / CO 

$ 506 $ 51 

4 Claro / PE $ 980 $ 98 

5 Claro / AR $ 1,006 $ 101 

6 Movistar / ME $ 1,152 $ 115 

7 Movistar / AR $ 1,439 $ 144 

8 $ 1,682 $ 168 

10 Claro / CO $ 1,784 $ 178 

11 Vivo / BR $ 2,269 $ 227 

12 Telcel / ME $ 2,381 $ 238 

13 TIM / BR $ 2,517 $ 252 

14 Oi / BR $ 3,810 $ 381 

15 Claro / BR $ 5,116 $ 512 

TOTAL $ 72,202 $ 7,220 

Operator /  

Country 
Contract Volume  

at Stake ($M USD) 
10% Improvement 

Effect ($M USD) 

CHURNERS (Figures in $USD Millions) 

16 $ 9,516 $ 952 

18 

T-Mobile / US 

$ 18,200 $ 1,820 9 

Personal / AR 

$ 1,747 $ 175 

17 

AT&T / US 

$ 17,281 $ 1,728 

Movistar / CO 

Movistar / PE 

Verizon / US 
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How much money is on the move in Mexico? 
Subscribers classify themselves regarding their present providers, weighed with 
individual contract volume 

Fit & Fans:  
24.5 bn USD   

OK:  
29.1 bn USD 

Churning:  
13.8 bn USD 
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 Device Sat 

Why? The core ‘subjective quality’ drivers in the Americas 

Support 
Online account management 

Initial account setup 

Social Media 
Transfer speed 

Upload speed 

Browsing Connection stability 

 Network 4G/LTE share 

Always available 

Network issues 

Device Satisfaction 
< 10 Measures explain 

>80% of users’ loyalty 

behavior! 
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Mexico perception of Vital Few 

69.6% 

Overall 

40% 

80% 

40% 

80% 

Online account  

management  

(Support) 

 68.7 

Connection  

stability  

(Browsing) 

 70.0 

4G/LTE  

share  

(Network) 

 70.9 

Initial account 

setup  

(Support) 

 65.5 

Always  

available  

(Network) 

 70.8 

Transfer  

speed  

(Social media) 

 73.8 

Upload  

speed  

(Social media) 

 67.8 
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Number of network issues per week in Mexico 

Network issues are normal for the majority of 

Mexicans. Only 46.3% of subscribers 

experience a network without issues. Network 

connection may be as problematic in the 

jungle of high rise buildings of Mexico City as 

it is in the depth of the jungle of Yucatan.  

 

Nevertheless network issues are annoying. 

They interrupt the flow of interaction of 

users. Analyzing behavioral patterns shows 

that the level of network issues has a 

significant impact on quality perceptions all 

along the customer journey.  
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Network issues are real issues 
 
Depending on the number of issues that users experience per week 
the quality perception of all other items rises or declines (on the average) by…. 

 

OVERALL 

OPERATOR  

PERCEPTION 

NO ISSUES 

BETWEEN 1 & 3 ISSUES 

BETWEEN 3 & 5 ISSUES 

MORE THAN 5 ISSUES 

+10% 

-2% 

-10% 

-18% 
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What shapes the perception of Network Quality? 

Browsing 

connection 

stability 
Call 

stability Network 

4G/LTE 

share 

Network 

always 

available 

1 2 3 4 5 

Call 

connection 

speed 



Mexico overview 

Survey overview 
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The Mexican operator market 

The Mexican market has some special 

characteristics regarding the competitor 

landscape. There is one large provider with more 

than a 2/3 market share and a second much 

smaller one. Conditions have been changing since 

a US provider took over two small networks to 

form a third supplier.  

This new supplier, operator B, has grown at a rate 

of more than 30%. However, a fourth provider is 

entering the market, backed by international 

finance. In future we will see even more dynamic 

changes in this market and the results of our study 

suggest the direction these changes will take.  
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Mobile device share 

Mexico is a "Samsung land" but even more so 

an "Android land". No other LATAM country has 

such a high Apple market share as Mexico.  

 

You cannot separate the quality perception of 

the device from the quality perception of 

networks. They are the translator between 

the user and grid. Sometimes they speak one 

language better than the other. Both users and 

networks in many cases suffer from this.  
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Most used apps 

It is not surprising that WhatsApp/Facebook 

are the most used apps, but they also form a 

parallel course to the day and sometimes a 

parallel reality. Mobile connectivity is the 

ecosystem to make it flourish.  

 

Consequently the flow of social media, 

subjectively experienced in all different 

situations, is the main measure for the 

majority of users when they judge the 

network.  
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Mobile internet in day to day life distribution 

THE FREEDOM OF THE INTERNET IS AN IMPORTANT 
PART OF MY PERSONAL FREEDOM 

MY DEVICE IS ALWAYS WITH ME 

I CANNOT IMAGINE MY LIFE 
WITHOUT MOBILE TECHNOLOGY 

THE ACCESS TO THE NET OPENS THE DOOR FOR 
LEARNING AND EDUCATION 

MY DEVICE IS PART OF MY LIFE STYLE 

FOR TRAVELING, MY DEVICE IS A KEY TOOL 

I HAVE A GOOD IDEA OF HOW 
A MOBILE NET WORKS 

IT WOULD MAKE NO DIFFERENCE TO ME 
TO USE ANOTHER CARRIER 

I AM AFRAID THAT OTHERS 
KNOW TOO MUCH ABOUT ME 

BUYING OR SELLING OVER MY DEVICE 
HAS BECOME PART OF MY LIFE 

BEING CONNECTED WITH SO MANY USERS 
I DON'T KNOW BARES TOO MANY RISKS 

I THINK THERE SHOULD BE 
AN INTERNET GOVERNMENT 

Nearly 2 out of 3 smart phone users say they 
have their device with them at all times. In 
this respect users in Mexico are no different to 
those in other countries. Around 43% of 
Mexicans say they have a good idea about 
network functionality, more than in all others. 
50% consider their device to be part of their 
lifestyle, but only 31% say they cannot 
imagine their lives without mobile technology, 
much lower than in Brazil (52%). 
 
Approximately 20% of Mexicans use their 
device for buying and selling. However the 
perception of dependency on mobile 
technology and of the risks connected with it 
in Mexico is on a low level.  
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Reasons for stickiness 

Mexico has the lowest propensity of customer 

churn among all mobile telecom providers 

across the five countries in LATAM. Is this a 

sign of quality?  With 43% being indifferent, 

20% who would switch, and another 14% who 

say they definitely will switch, only 23% of 

subscribers feel at home where they are.  

 

In the development of the market, with new 

and fresh competitors hitting the old 

structures, this picture is very likely to change 

within a short time.  

MY CARRIER'S SERVICES FIT FOR ME IN THE BEST 
WAY 

THERE IS NO REASON TO SWITCH 

I SHOULD, BUT I AM KIND OF LAZY TO SWITCH 

I DEFINITELY WILL SWITCH 
TO ANOTHER CARRIER 

I AM A FAN OF MY CARRIER 
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Reasons for churn 

Churn and loyalty are mainly a question of 

pricing. In Mexico, like everywhere else, 

coverage is not equal across the country, and 

these shortcomings are a constant reason for 

trying another provider.  

 

However much of the market is static. The 

biggest provider by far has the lowest rate of 

churn. But that goes hand in hand with the 

lowest level of loyalists and the highest level 

of indifferent users. Only 20% of switchers are 

looking  for a better service fit. 

 

THE OTHER CARRIER 
HAS THE BEST PRICES AND TARIFFS 

THE OTHER CARRIER HAS THE BEST COVERAGE 

THE OTHER CARRIER'S SERVICES 
FIT FOR ME IN THE BEST WAY 

I SWITCH WHENEVER I CAN 

I AM ACTUALLY A FAN OF THE OTHER CARRIER 
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ARPU 

Mexico has the lowest (smartphone) ARPU of 

all the six countries surveyed across the 

Americas. On the other side the density of the 

population is by far the highest, which allows 

for a better efficiency of usage of installed 

CAPEX.  

This may explain why a low rate of ARPU does 

not result in lower quality, but results in a 

level of subjective quality similar to a high 

ARPU country like the US. 



Mexico overview 

Strengths and weaknesses  

per country 
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Mexicans and how they judge 

Therefore they are especially critical when 
judging value for money. And they find that 
providers in general are not really good 
partners for their mobile needs. This shows 
an ambivalence that has a lot of potential to 
be stirred up when new competitors appear.  

Mexicans are easily prepared to recommend 
something or someone that they themselves are 
using. However in judging for themselves, they 
are more critical.  
 
Telecommunication services are very expensive 
in LATAM, taking into consideration how big the 
monthly shopping basket is.  
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Mexico perception of key market drivers 

73.2% 

Overall 

40% 

80% 

40% 

80% 

Overall  

experience 

76.2 

Partner for  

mobile needs 

70.6 

Recommendation 

71.0 

Value for money 

75.0 
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Mexico perception of key experience areas 

74.4% 

Overall 

40% 

80% 

40% 

80% 

Pricing 

65.2 

Browsing 

73.4 

Videao  

quality 

79.7 

Network  

quality 

73.1 

Social media  

usage 

80.7 

Call  

quality 

79.7 

Support 

69.1 



Mexico overview 

Operator benchmark 
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1 Operator A 

2 Operator B 

3 Operator C 

78.1% 

77.1% 

67.1% 

From a subscriber point of view, all quality 
is relative. Problems and shortcomings are 
part of lifetime experience. Nevertheless 
quality problems are unpleasant and leave 
people frustrated.  
 
From a provider point of view, networks are 
close to perfection. In fact, technically 
networks are closer to the 100% mark than 
to the 70% average of subscriber ratings for 
their quality in Mexico.  
 
Facing this, network managers tend to feel 
that the customer view is distorted and they 
often feel treated unfairly. At the end we 
will see the reasons for this "red-green" 
problem. 

Mexico: Quality perception 
The Red-Green problem 
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Property 
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p
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r 

B
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C
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p
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r 
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Initial account setup (Support) -3.1 -2.2 -2.3 

Transfer speed (Social media) 5.8 4.5 5.3 

Upload speed (Social media) 3.5 1.7 3.2 

Connection stability (Browsing) 1.6 0.9 1.1 

Online account management (Support) -5.5 -3.0 -3.3 

Always available (Network) -2.5 -1.7 -3.4 

4G/LTE share (Network) 0.2 -0.1 -0.5 

Benchmarking: vertical comparison – strengths and weaknesses of the top  
carriers 2017, as perceived by customers 
Which performance areas of single carriers are being perceived 

by customers to be  ‚0‘ = average  -  green: above average  -   

red: below average 
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Property 
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Initial account setup (Support) 1.5 0.3 -1.8 

Transfer speed (Social media) 2.7 -0.8 -1.9 

Upload speed (Social media) 2.7 -1.2 -1.6 

Connection stability (Browsing) 2.4 -0.3 -2.1 

Online account management (Support) 0.5 0.9 -1.4 

Always available (Network) 2.1 0.8 -2.9 

4G/LTE share (Network) 2.4 0.0 -2.4 

Benchmarking: horizontal comparison – how ‚the customers‘ perceive  
their carriers in comparison  
Which carriers are the performance champions for each item, 

which fail to impress their customers?  ‚0‘ = average  -  green: 

above average  -   red: below average 
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To Do list for Mexican providers 
What areas offer the best opportunities to get Mexican subscribers to stay with their operators? 

Mobile telecom services are expensive in Mexico. 

Therefore it does not come as a surprise that pricing 

policy has the highest impact on stickiness, 

especially since the services seem to be very similar.  

Beyond pricing, pro-activeness is the biggest lever to 

create stickiness. It needs to be understood from a 

individual perspective i.e. "my problems". In other 

words, understanding the context of network usage 

and adjusting would make the biggest difference in 

terms of quality. Solving the upload/streaming 

problems that customers perceive would be the best 

opportunity to increase the value perception of the 

largest number of subscribers. 
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Operators positioning in regards to Network Quality and Loyalty 

In Mexico, we look at a provider 

constellation where Operator B, the 

newcomer, excels against the established 

providers C and A. C is maintaining  an 

average loyalty level with an above average 

quality, but lower than the newcomer. 

Operator A seems to be the victim, at least 

if it were a zero sum game. A lacks both 

quality and loyalty, and clearly losing and 

far from stopping the slide.  



Americas Report 

Validation and  

usage of results 
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Conditions and challenges in creating value for subscribers 

* Stats:  ARPU and Avg. NW issues come from our study; the ARPU value refers only to smart phone subscribers 

(excluding 2G customers), user numbers come from CSM 2014; all other stats  come from Wikipedia 

To compare providers across the Americas one must consider that conditions and challenges are quite different in each 

country. The ARPU level is a big consideration, because it indicates how much investment capital is available. If we take the 

number of average weekly network issues and compare the number to the ARPU level, then it shows that a US operator has 

three times the cash available to invest that a Mexican operator has. However despite only one third of ARPU, Mexican 

operators have achieved a ‘network issue’ level that is only 25% higher than that of US operators. Nevertheless Mexicans are 

far behind US operators in value creation. Customer experience in the telecommunications industry finally is far more than 

just network perception.  

ARPU - USD* Users (mio) 
Avg NW 
Issues/w 

Relative populat. 
density 

Relative size 
of surface 

US 53,6 270 0,60 33,0 9,8 

MEX 14,9 80 0,76 62,7 2,0 

COL 16,5 33 0,80 41,4 1,1 

PER 27,1 21 0,89 23,9 1,3 

BRA 18,5 151 1,04 24,2 8,5 

ARG 21,8 47 1,10 15,8 2,8 
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Now, keeping in mind the huge impact of subjective quality on value perception,  
how does the WCX data help us? 

For handset manufacturers: the data shows the critical 

role of devices between users and their network 

providers, the quality of supporting user interactions 

on the one side and the ability to make the best use of 

the network resources on the other side. The data 

provides quality information from both sides, and 

provides insight into the role of the device in the flow 

of user activities. 

 

For  all quality professionals: The data contains 

suggestions about how to adapt the view of quality and 

its function (in an environment where service decisions 

need to be taken) and how to measure quality on the 

spot. Quality management needs to be measured in 

real time and it needs to be fed back into the system 

to allow corrective actions in the interaction process 

with customers.  

For service providers: the data shows how to measure 

subjective quality and makes it a reference for value 

creation in network and services. We show how to 

allow the data to adjust services, interaction 

processes, and the individual communication flow. 

 

For equipment suppliers: the data shows how to 

support providers to strengthen  the customer journey 

by their applications and solutions, supporting action 

flow management, and helping providers to address 

subjective quality drivers  

 

For regulators: the data helps them to understand the 

changed function of telecommunication in the lives of 

subscribers and to adapt their monitoring to subjective 

quality criteria (which would be appreciated by 

providers and end-customers equally). The data shows 

what to measure to create a Subjective Quality Index. 
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We have created a representative panel for each of the countries and the results should show the conditions in each country in a 
comparable way, but there are limitations in what we interpret: 

 We have done a smartphone study and 2G phones have been left out. 2G is of low importance in some countries and of high 
importance in others, when it comes to the extension, or coverage, of networks. But here the digital communication is the 
focus. Some items are impacted by this selection, like ARPU, contract value, but not the distribution across the regions within 
the country. 

 The size of the panel, with slightly more than 1,000 users in each country creates reliable values from a birds-eye view. The 
more we go into details of segments, the corridor of uncertainty around each value rises. This does not mean that the 
information is wrong, but we need to be critical regarding the hierarchies when the difference is small.  

 Our aim has been "generalization", not "precision". The means that we want to understand what users have in common, not in 
how they are different or special. To create adapted services, you need both. But to create adapted services requires 
measurement across time. This cannot be the purpose of this study, but is the purpose of the extension of the full WCX. 

 We have asked respondents to make judgements from a certain distance, not based on a moment when a critical event or issue 
occurs. This allows us to derive a "flow" where users tend to rationalize less and the context counts more. Real flow data is 
being collected in the subjective-objective extension. 

 Thus this Subjective Study has been introduced into the full WCX study, collecting feedback across the "flow". Understanding 
context, getting hold of subjective and technical data at the same point in time will enable us to understand customers in a 
technical sense. We will be able to measure the kind of demand, classify it to trigger a service based action, and measure the 
success of it, closing the loop between user and provider, making the network "user sensitive".  

 Other than this we are sure that with all diligence in handling the data, we have eliminated errors. Please feel welcome to 
report those to us, to help us to enhance our findings. 

Zu viel Text 
für eine 
Seite! 

The limits of this study and what needs to be done to improve? 
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